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The art of the compromie:
Inide the AP olar rate
deign ettlement

After ears of contention, Arizona Pulic ervice and solar interests
reached a critical deal on rate design and solar compensation last week

 Krsti hallenerger • March 10, 2017

U

ntil last week, Arizona was the last place where ou would
expect a compromise over rooftop solar polic.

The state’s major utilities and solar companies have attled
over compensation rates for rooftop solar (a polic known as retail net
metering) for the past ve ears. And though those deates are common
across the U.., Arizona attracted national attention for itter regulator
election ccles and accusations of dark mone and corruption.
ut now, after the conclusion of Arizona’s widel-watched value of solar
docket that ended retail rate net metering at the end of last ear, solar
advocates and the iggest utilit in the state struck a deal last week over
rate design and rooftop solar compensation. The decision gave polic
certaint to solar companies and alleviates some of the tension in
regulator proceedings.
Arizona Pulic ervice Co. (AP) and 30 other intervenors in its pending
rate case outlined a series of alternative rate designs that include
voluntar residential demand charges and time-of-use rates for oth solar
and non-solar ratepaers.
Under the agreement, new rooftop solar customers would e paid
$0.129/kWh for excess energ exported to the grid and aout $0.105/kWh
for solar power consumed  end users themselves, though exact rates
would var  customer usage patterns and rate design. The export rate

would decline 10% annuall for new rooftop solar sstems, ut customers
would lock in their rates for 10 ears when the sign up.
Parallel to that agreement, solar companies and AP agreed to stand 
that settlement if approved and refrain from undermining it until 2019.
“In this particular one we had a diverse group of 40 intervening parties
that were part of our rate case,” Greg ernosk, director of regulator
a airs at AP told Utilit Dive. “And we wondered ‘can we nd a
consensus agreement that works for the most numer of parties and the
discussions led us to [this] outcome.’” However out of the 40 parties, onl
30 signed onto the deal.
The settlement echoes a trend of utilities and solar interests coming to
the tale and hashing out deals palatale to oth sides in New York and
Colorado. However Arizona’s di ers from those notale deals in that
regulators alread decided to end the state’s net metering polic efore
oth sides came to the tale.
“The settlement is evidence that AP and others see the need to provide
customers a chance to go solar,” said Alex McDonough, vice president of
polic for one the largest solar installers, unrun. “We don’t think the
settlement serves as a model to encourage innovation — it’s not ideal ut
workale. We’re ale to sta in the market.”

Arizona’s solar saga
After ears of contested net metering and rate design proceedings, the
ACC consolidated solar compensation deates into a value of solar
proceeding in 2015.
“It is anticipated that the Value of [distriuted generation (DG)] docket will
ield signi cant new information aout how DG solar should e
compensated,” wrote Administrative Law Judge Jane Rodda in a sta
recommendation.
While the mechanics of DR valuation are complex, the outlines of the
deate in Arizona and elsewhere are simple: Utilities argue rooftop solar
customers do not pa their fair share to maintain the grid, pushing those
costs onto non-solar customers.
olar companies, meanwhile, sa utilities fail to recognize the full ene ts
of solar — including environmental attriutes and deferment of costl
infrastructure upgrades.

While regulators collected data and information for the VO docket, three
utilities led requests last ear to cut the compensation rate or implement
mandator demand charges on solar customers, aiming to eliminate the
perceived “cost shift.” AP was one of them.
Demand charges appl a fee for the highest amount of peak usage in a
given time period — usuall a month. Tpicall applied to commercial and
industrial customers, a growing numer of utilities have sought to lev
them on residential consumers to etter cover xed costs of the grid.
olar and consumer advocates condemned the mandator residential
demand charge proposals in Arizona, saing the were too complex to
understand and would essentiall negate an savings from net metering.
After months of hearings in the value of solar docket, regulators decided
to suspend retail rate net metering, ut did not immediatel set new
compensation rates. Those decisions would come, the said, as a part of
individual utilit rate cases — the same venue where the demand charges
and other rate changes were eing deated.
While exact compensation rates were not decided, regulators laid out
road parameters for rooftop solar paments in the VO order. olar
customers would lock in their export rates for 10 ears, which
Commissioner Doug Little said would give them enough time to recoup
their investment.
“Ten ears is a period of time that most people should e ale to recover
their investment,” Little told Utilit Dive. “And, in some cases, it will e
shorter; it some cases it might e a little longer and the reason it varies is
ecause ever person’s nancial picture is di erent.”
The eventual compensation rates would step down each ear, regulators
wrote, and rooftop solar customers would e placed in their own rate
class — a decision industr advocates worried could hurt those customers
in upcoming rate cases where new rates are decided.
“The iggest outcome of this decision is uncertaint, ut we are
concerned ecause its proposed methodologies seem to sstematicall
undervalue distriuted solar,” riana Koor, polic director for solar
advocac group Vote olar, said shortl after the VO decision was
issued.
triking the agreement with AP now gives solar interests some sort of
polic certaint, at least until the next rate case.

The art of the compromise
Compromise, or rather the lack thereof, ecame the theme of the VO
proceeding after the decision was issued. Commissioner Little had
unsuccessfull tried to negotiate a compromise over solar rates etween
olarCit and AP mid-2016. Talks fell apart after a da as oth sides
failed to come to an agreement.
During the last da of the VO proceeding right efore the decision was
issued, solar interests derided a perceived aversion to compromise from
regulators and utilities.
“We are open to moving awa from net metering [in Arizona]," Anne
Hoskins, a former Marland regulator now head of polic for solar installer
unrun said during the hearing. ut, she added, solar companies were
not eing given a chance throughout the proceeding.
Commissioner Little took issue with that characterization.
“I wanted the process to e full litigated,” he told Utilit Dive during the
annual winter meeting hosted  the National Association of Regulator
Utilit Commissioners. “I wanted to make sure ever group had ever
opportunit to present evidence so that we would have a true record
where everod was a orded due process and everone had the
opportunit to have their complete sa.”
“To come to an open meeting after a earlong process and to sa ‘we
weren’t given the opportunit to give a compromise’ is disingenuous.”
Little said. “The had a ear.”
With retail net metering eliminated after the VO docket, utilities and
solar advocates turned their attention to the proposed demand charges.
In its initial rate case, AP proposed a three-tier rate (called the R3 rate)
that would implement demand charges for solar customers while cutting
the o set rate—the ill credit for solar customers for the energ the
consume on site from their own arras — to onl 0.06/kWh. The utilit
proposed an export credit of $0.11/kWh. That rate would further
undermine the value proposition of rooftop solar if approved, according
to Austin Perea, a GTM Research solar analst.
“The DG (distriuted generation) economics certainl deteriorates within
the next few ears if the R3 rate went into e ect,” Perea told Utilit Dive.

With that context, solar companies and AP sat down and negotiated a
deal that eliminated the mandator demand charges and outlined four
alternative rate design options for oth solar and non-solar ratepaers. It
ensured all ratepaers will see their rates rise onl 4.6% or  $6 instead
of the proposed $11. The settlement is also a rst step into putting all AP
customers on some form of time-of-use rate in a couple of ears,
ernosk said.
Rooftop solar customers can choose from four rate design options that
include a time-of-use rate plan with a grid access charge or a demandased rate plan without a grid access charge.
Along with the rate design, parties also hammered out a compromise
compensation scheme ased on the VO docket parameters.
The deal sets the export rate for rooftop solar energ for this ear at
$0.129/kWh, which will step down no more than 10% annuall in ears to
come for new customers. Customers would receive the export rate of the
ear of their interconnection application for 10 ears. Conversel, the
o set rate, according to the settlement, will e determined  the "load
pro le and production pro le of AP customers with DG."
For now, the settlement estimates the o set rate would e aout
$0.105/kWh, ut will depend on "individual usage patterns and DG sstem
size, orientation, and production." The o set rate would e lower for
demand charge rate options, likel etween $0.096 and $0.078/kWh.
The export and o set rates would e lower than current retail rate net
metering compensation in Arizona, etween $0.13/kWh and $0.14/kWh for
residential customers. xisting solar customers would e grandfathered in
the original retail rates for 20 ears. Until the settlement is approved and
regulators make a ruling on AP rate case, an customer who les an
interconnection request with AP will e guaranteed the original rates.
The export rate, while lower than retail, is “admittedl that's higher than
what we've have led or said the starting value should e,” AP’s
ernosk said, “ut we were willing to compromise on that given some of
the roader settlement perspectives.”
"It's een our position to get ahead [of rooftop solar issues] and tr to
create a sustainale solar path," ernosk said. "It's intended as a ridge
to other technologies. We didn’t solve for [just for] solar; we wanted to
solve for things that are starting to happen."

For unrun’s McDonough, the settlement oiled down to eing ale to do
usiness after retail rate net metering was eliminated, which hurts the
value proposition for rooftop solar. “We want to e ale to compete in all
markets. We’re focused on the rates ecause that was the iggest issue
for customers.”

Down the road
Whether the agreement will set a precedent remains to e seen as the
ACC works through two other pending rate design requests from other
utilities.
“it's unclear at this point,” Perea said. “You have to think the wa the ACC
reacts to a speci c case doesn't necessaril leed into other cases. I think
it hopefull sets some tpe of precedent how to go aout valuing solar in
the future. I think it's going to e a ver important question going forward.
I think installers understand that full retail rate NM is not going to e the
future. “
Arizona’s iggest struggle will e alancing the full value of solar —with
the environmental and infrastructure cost impacts factored in —with the
proper rate design moving awa from net metering.
“The question is how to get to that numer,” Perea said. “For Arizona, I
hope that the trend will e more towards taking a alanced approach
whether it's through the value of solar studies or some other form. It's
kind of unclear at this point ut it’s...certainl the iggest compromise
decision we've seen in quite a it."
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